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PEDAL KCKDOWN MECHANISMAND TREADLE 
ATTACHMENT MECHANISM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority to provisional U.S. 
patent application entitled, “MODULAR PEDAL ASSEM 
BLY HAVING AN ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER, filed 
Jan. 18, 2005, having a Ser. No. 60/644,884 and now 
pending, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by 
reference in its entirety. This application also claims priority 
to provisional U.S. patent application entitled, “MODULAR 
PEDAL ASSEMBLY HAVING AN ELECTRONIC CON 
TROLLER,” filed Jun. 24, 2005, having a Ser. No. 60/693, 
845 and now pending, the disclosure of which is also hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. This application 
further claims priority to provisional U.S. patent application 
entitled, “ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER, filed Jun. 2, 
2005, having a Ser. No. 60/686,642 and now pending, the 
disclosure of which is also hereby incorporated by reference 
in its entirety 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to pedal 
mechanisms. More particularly, the present invention relates 
to vehicular pedal mechanisms. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003) Automobiles, motorcycles, boats and other types of 
vehicles typically include one or more pedals that control the 
speed at which the vehicles travel and accelerate. For 
example, Some vehicles include an accelerator pedal, a brake 
pedal and a pedal that controls the clutch. Typically, each of 
these pedals is a complex mechanical system that includes a 
plurality of interconnected levers. 
0004 Many mechanical systems have a variety of short 
comings. For example, components in a mechanical system 
that are mechanically connected and moveable relative to 
each other are subject to friction. As such, these components 
wear out over time. Also, fasteners connecting two or more 
components in a mechanical system often loosen over time, 
typically as a result of being Subjected to extended periods 
of vibrations in the system. As such, the components of 
mechanical systems start to move relative to each other in 
unintended directions (i.e., more and more "play' is intro 
duced into the system). 

0005. In order to overcome some of the above-discussed 
shortcomings of mechanical systems and, more particularly, 
the shortcomings of mechanical pedals, electronic pedals 
have been developed. However, many currently-available 
electronic pedals suffer from a variety of shortcomings as 
well. For example, some operators of the vehicles in which 
mechanical pedals have been replaced by electronic pedals 
frequently complain that the electronic pedals do not provide 
the same kind of operator feedback as mechanical pedals. In 
other words, electronic pedals do not have the same “feel' 
as the mechanical pedals to which the operators have been 
accustomed to all of their lives. Also, some electronic pedals 
are subject to failing catastrophically and without warning if 
a single one of the electronic components included therein 
fails. 
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0006. In addition to the above, both mechanical and 
electronic pedals typically include a relatively large number 
of components (e.g., bolts, screws, rivets). Therefore, a 
substantial amount of time and effort is typically needed to 
assemble either a mechanical or electronic pedal. 
0007. At least in view of the above, it would be desirable 
to have provide electronic pedals that overcome the short 
comings of mechanical pedals while retaining the “feel of 
mechanical pedals. It would also be desirable to provide 
electronic pedals that are relatively easy to assemble and that 
maintain the safety of a vehicular operator even if the pedal 
fails. Further, it would also be desirable to provide methods 
for operating and manufacturing Such pedals. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The foregoing needs are met, to a great extent, by 
various embodiments of the present invention. According to 
a first embodiment of the present invention, a pedal assem 
bly is provided. The pedal assembly includes a bracket, a 
pedal arm that is pivotally connected to the bracket and a 
treadle. The pedal arm includes a first engaging Surface and 
a second engaging Surface that is positioned adjacent to the 
first engaging Surface. Also, the treadle includes a first 
flexible protrusion configured to engage the first engaging 
surface and further configured to secure the treadle to the 
pedal arm. The treadle also includes a second flexible 
protrusion configured to engage the second engaging Surface 
and to further secure the treadle to the pedal arm. 
0009. According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, a method of assembling a pedal is provided. The 
method includes elastically deflecting a first protrusion of a 
treadle a first amount and positioning the first protrusion 
adjacent to a first engaging Surface on a pedal arm that is 
pivotally connected to a bracket. The method also includes 
engaging the first engaging Surface with the first protrusion 
by reducing the first amount of deflection in the first pro 
trusion. 

0010. According to yet another embodiment of the 
present invention, another pedal assembly is provided. The 
pedal assembly includes means for elastically deflecting a 
first protrusion of a treadle a first amount. The pedal 
assembly also includes means for positioning the first pro 
trusion adjacent to a first engaging Surface on a pedal arm 
that is pivotally connected to a bracket. The pedal assembly 
further includes means for engaging the first engaging 
surface with the first protrusion by reducing the first amount 
of deflection in the first protrusion. 
0011. According to still another embodiment of the 
present invention, a resistance mechanism is provided. The 
resistance mechanism includes a triggering mechanism, a 
casing attached to a pedal, and a first magnetic component 
attached to the casing. In addition, the resistance mechanism 
also includes a second magnetic component Substantially 
enclosed within the casing and movable therein. Further, the 
resistance mechanism also includes a contact mechanism 
positioned adjacent to the second magnetic component and 
configured to contact the triggering mechanism when the 
pedal is depressed beyond a predetermined position. 

0012. According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, a method of altering a force needed to depress a 
pedal as the pedal travels along a path is provided. This 
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method includes providing a first resistance component to a 
pedal as the pedal travels along a first portion of a path. The 
method also includes Supplementing the first resistance 
component with a second resistance component as the pedal 
travels along a second portion of the path. 
0013. According to yet another embodiment of the 
present invention, another resistance mechanism is pro 
vided. The resistance mechanism includes means for pro 
viding a first resistance component to a pedal as the pedal 
travels along a first portion of a path. The resistance mecha 
nism also includes means for Supplementing the first resis 
tance component with a second resistance component as the 
pedal travels along a second portion of the path. 
0014. There has thus been outlined, rather broadly, cer 
tain embodiments of the invention in order that the detailed 
description thereof herein may be better understood, and in 
order that the present contribution to the art may be better 
appreciated. There are, of course, additional embodiments of 
the invention, such as those that will be described below and 
which will form the subject matter of the claims appended 
hereto. 

0015. In this respect, before explaining at least one 
embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be understood 
that the invention is not limited in its application to the 
details of construction and to the arrangements of the 
components set forth in the following description or illus 
trated in the drawings. The invention is capable of embodi 
ments in addition to those described and of being practiced 
and carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood 
that the phraseology and terminology employed herein, as 
well as the abstract, are for the purpose of description and 
should not be regarded as limiting. 
0016. As such, those skilled in the art will appreciate that 
the conception upon which this disclosure is based may 
readily be utilized as a basis for the designing of other 
structures, methods and systems for carrying out the several 
purposes of the present invention. It is important, therefore, 
that the claims be regarded as including Such equivalent 
constructions insofar as they do not depart from the spirit 
and scope of the present invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0017 FIG. 1 is an exploded view of a pedal assembly 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0018 FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a pivot shaft and 
mounting cap according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0019 FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the hysteresis 
assembly illustrated in FIG. 1 
0020 FIG. 4 illustrates the shaft and elastic member 
support illustrated in FIG. 3. 
0021 FIG. 5 illustrates an exploded view of the hyster 
esis blocks illustrated in FIG. 3. 

0022 FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the sensor 
assembly illustrated in FIG. 1. 
0023 FIG. 7 is a blown-up perspective view of the 
sensor assembly illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 6. 
0024 FIG. 8 is a side view of a pedal assembly according 
to another embodiment of the present invention wherein a 
kickdown mechanism is included. 
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0.025 FIG. 9 is an exploded view of the kickdown 
mechanism illustrated in FIG. 8. 

0026 FIG. 10 is a side view of the pedal assembly 
illustrated in FIG. 8 wherein the kickdown mechanism is 
engaged with the triggering mechanism. 
0027 FIGS. 11-13 illustrates graphs of the amount of 
force needed to cause the treadle in the pedal assembly 
illustrated in FIG. 8 to move specified distances when three 
different kickdown mechanisms are attached thereto. 

0028 FIG. 14 is a perspective view of a bottom surface 
of a treadle according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

0029 FIG. 15 is a perspective view of the treadle illus 
trated in FIG. 14 wherein the treadle is attached to an end 
of a pedal arm according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0030 Embodiments in accordance with the present 
invention will now be described with reference to the 
drawing figures, in which like reference numerals refer to 
like parts throughout. FIG. 1 is an exploded view of a pedal 
assembly 10 according to an embodiment of the invention. 
The pedal assembly 10 generally includes a mounting 
bracket 12, a pedal arm 14, a rotor assembly 16, a sensor 
assembly 18, a hysteresis assembly 20, and a treadle 22 
attached to one end of pedal arm 14. Pedal arm 14 may be 
unitary or multi-piece, and converts translation of treadle 22 
into rotation of rotor assembly 16, which rotation is in turn 
sensed by sensor assembly 18. Hysteresis assembly 20 
provides friction and a return force to pedal assembly 10. 
The components and operation of sensor assembly 18 and 
hysteresis assembly 20 are described in further detail below. 
0031 Rotor assembly 16 includes a shaft 24, an end cap 
26, and magnetic assembly 28. Magnetic assembly 28, in 
turn, includes a shield 30 and magnets 32. A mounting cap 
34, to which magnetic assembly 28 is attached, is provided 
on at least one end of shaft 24 adjacent sensor assembly 18. 
In certain embodiments, mounting caps 34 and magnetic 
assemblies 28 are provided at both ends of shaft 24 adjacent 
corresponding sensor assemblies 18. Shaft 24 and end cap 
26 are secured together, for example by an appropriate 
fastener 36, Such as a bolt, a screw, or a pin. 
0032 Shaft 24 connects pedal arm 14 and mounting 
bracket 12. Shaft 24 is self-lubricating, such as a Teflon R 
coated shaft or a composite Delrin R (Delrin R500CL) shaft. 
The use of a self-lubricating shaft 24 substantially eliminates 
the need for discrete bearings Supporting pedal arm 14. That 
is, shaft 24 functions in place of a bearing, permitting 
simpler assembly of pedal assembly 10 and, in some 
embodiments, up to approximately fifteen million actuation 
cycles of pedal assembly 10 without failure. 
0033 Mounting bracket 12 includes integrally-formed, 
inwardly-protruding bearing Surfaces 38 to Support pivot 
shaft 24 and pedal arm 14. Mounting bracket 12 is a single 
component formed from a rigid material, for example steel, 
by an appropriate machining process, for example stamping. 
Bearing Surfaces 38 are deep drawn into mounting bracket 
12. First, small holes are created on mounting bracket 12 at 
the desired locations of bearing surfaces 38. Mounting 
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bracket 12 is then drawn at these holes to the required depth 
and diameter for bearing surfaces 38 via a series of succes 
sive punches or a cone-shaped forming die. 
0034) Mounting bracket 12, pedal arm 14, and rotor 
assembly 16 are assembled by aligning apertures 40 in pedal 
arm 14 with bearing surfaces 38 on mounting bracket 12. 
Shaft 24 is then inserted so as to pivotally connect pedal arm 
14 and mounting bracket 12. The interior profile of apertures 
40 complements the exterior profile of shaft 24, thereby 
ensuring a proper, secure fit between these components and 
conversion of translation of treadle 22 into rotation of rotor 
assembly 16. That is, pedal arm 14 does not rotate freely 
about shaft 24; rather, pedal arm 14 and shaft 24 rotate 
together upon bearing surfaces 38. Once shaft 24 is posi 
tioned, end cap 26 is secured thereto in order to hold shaft 
24 in place. 
0035. As described above, magnetic assembly 28 (shield 
30 and magnets 32) is attached to shaft 24 at one end thereof 
on mounting cap 34. Mounting cap 34 is attached to shaft 24 
so as to rotate with shaft 24 when treadle 22 is depressed or 
released. In certain embodiments of the present invention, 
mounting cap 34 is integrally formed with shaft 24, though 
it is regarded as within the scope of the present invention to 
fixedly attach a separate mounting cap 34 to shaft 24. 
0.036 FIG. 2 is a perspective view of a pivot shaft 24 and 
mounting cap 34 according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. As shown in FIG. 2, mounting means 42 for magnetic 
assembly 28 are integrally formed on mounting cap 34, for 
example by molding mounting means 42 thereon. Mounting 
means 42 generally include shield locating features. Such as 
towers 44, magnet locating features, such as slots 46, and 
retention features, such as pins 48. In certain embodiments 
of the present invention, a pair of shield locating towers 44 
project from mounting cap 34, and shield 30 fits around 
towers 44, as shown in FIG. 1. That is, the exterior profile 
of towers 44 corresponds to the interior profile of shield 30. 
Similarly, a pair of magnet locating slots is provided into 
which magnets 32 are fit. 
0037. Once installed with reference to locating features 
44, 46, shield 30 and magnets 32 are secured on mounting 
cap 32. In certain embodiments of the present invention, 
shield 30 and magnets 32 are secured via rivets driven into 
the retention features. In other embodiments, pins 48 are 
heat-staked to secure shield 30 and magnets 32. In still other 
embodiments, shield 30 and magnets 32 are secured through 
an overmolding process applied to mounting means 42. In 
substantially all embodiments, however, the end result is a 
simplified unitary mounting for the rotating magnetic assem 
bly 28. Thus, as treadle 22 is depressed or released, pedal 
arm 14 will convert this translation into rotation of shaft 24, 
mounting cap 34, and magnetic assembly 28, which rotation 
is detected by sensor assembly 18 as further described 
below. 

0038 Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 3, hysteresis assem 
bly 20 provides hysteresis forces, including frictional forces 
and return forces, to pedal assembly 10. Specifically, hys 
teresis assembly 20 provides a baseline force, herein referred 
to as an “initial displacement force' necessary to displace 
pedal arm 14 from its initial (i.e., idle) position. Hysteresis 
assembly 20 also provides frictional forces designed to give 
a user the impression of a mechanical pedal assembly 10, 
and a return force intended both to give the impression of a 
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mechanical pedal and to bias pedal arm 14 towards its initial 
position. Thus, if the user releases treadle 22, pedal arm 14 
will return to its initial, idle position, and will not stick in an 
open position. 

0.039 FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the hysteresis 
assembly 20 illustrated in FIG. 1. Hysteresis assembly 20 
generally includes an elastic member support 50, a first 
hysteresis block 52, a second hysteresis block 54, and an 
elastic member, for example springs 56, though other elastic 
members are regarded as within the scope of the invention. 
Springs 56 connect elastic member support 50 and first 
hysteresis block 52 via seats 58 thereon. An alignment pin 
60, which, in certain embodiments of the present invention, 
is integrally formed with elastic member support 50, aligns 
elastic member support 50 and second hysteresis block 54. 
That is, alignment pin 60 maintains the relative orientation 
of elastic member support 50 and hysteresis blocks 52, 54. 
as well as springs 56, Such as by slidably engaging a collar 
62 on second hysteresis block 54. Hysteresis assembly 20 
also includes a shaft 64 to connect hysteresis assembly 20 to 
mounting bracket 12, and a pin 66 to attach hysteresis 
assembly 20 to pedal arm 14, both shown in FIG.1. In some 
embodiments in accordance with the invention, pin 66 
includes ears 68. When hysteresis assembly 20 is installed in 
pedal assembly 10, ears 68 are positioned between mounting 
bracket 12 and pedal arm 14 to prevent lateral movement of 
pedal arm 14 within mounting bracket 12. Similarly, shaft 60 
may include rings 70 to retain shaft 60 within mounting 
bracket 12 and to prevent sliding between shaft 60 and 
elastic member Support 50, which has a corresponding ridge 
72 thereon, as illustrated in FIG. 4, which illustrates the 
shaft 60 and elastic member support 50 illustrated in FIG. 
3. 

0040. Returning to FIG. 1, shaft 64 pivotally attaches 
hysteresis assembly 20 to mounting bracket 12 at mounting 
holes 74, with outermost rings 70 abutting the interior face 
of mounting bracket 12. As one of skill in the art will 
appreciate from this disclosure, hysteresis assembly 20 is 
installed underneath pedal arm 14, between sidewalls 76 of 
mounting bracket 12, Such that displacement of pedal arm 14 
also causes displacement of hysteresis assembly 20, with 
hysteresis blocks 52, 54 disposed between sidewalls 76. 
However, while pedal arm 14 pivots about shaft 24, hyster 
esis assembly 20 pivots about shaft 64. Therefore, as pedal 
arm 14 pivots, the distance between pin 66 and shaft 24 
changes, displacing springs 56. 

0041) Springs 56 are biased to return pedal arm 14 to its 
initial, idle position. As pedal arm 14 is displaced, via 
pressure applied to treadle 22, springs 56 are stretched from 
equilibrium, generating a return force F. The return force 
will tend to restore springs 56 to their original length, which, 
in turn, will tend to urge pedal arm 14 back to its initial, idle 
position. For linear springs 56, F, is a function of the 
displacement from equilibrium (X) given by the equation 
F=kX, where k is the spring rate. It is thus possible to 
customize the return force profile of hysteresis assembly 20, 
given a particular geometry of pedal assembly 10, by 
selecting springs 56 to have a spring rate k corresponding to 
the desired return force profile. 

0042. As with the selection of springs 56, the location of 
mounting holes 74 on mounting bracket 12 is determined 
through an analysis of desired hysteresis characteristics. 
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First, a desired initial displacement force is selected. (As 
specified above, the “initial displacement force' is that force 
necessary to displace pedal arm 14 from its initial, idle 
position. This force may also be referred to as the "idle 
force.) As with the return force F., the initial displacement 
force is related to the spring rate k. Thus, if hysteresis 
assembly 20 is installed into pedal assembly 10 with springs 
56 near equilibrium, only a very small force will be required 
to initially displace pedal arm 14 from idle. On the other 
hand, if hysteresis assembly 20 is installed into pedal 
assembly 10 with springs 56 displaced from equilibrium, a 
proportionally larger force will be necessary to initially 
displace pedal arm 14. It should be recognized that changing 
the position of mounting holes 74 will change the initial idle 
position length of springs 56, and therefore the idle force. 
Depending upon the spring rate k of springs 56, it is possible 
to vary the initial displacement force by approximately 25% 
by moving mounting holes 74 approximately 2 mm. Once 
the desired initial displacement force has been identified, the 
corresponding location of mounting holes 74 may be cal 
culated. 

0043. As shown in FIGS. 1, 3, and 5, a first surface 78 on 
first hysteresis block 52 and a second surface 80 on second 
hysteresis block 54 interface at a slope a. When pedal arm 
14 is displaced, a component of the reaction force to springs 
56 acts to slide hysteresis blocks 52, 54 relative to each other 
along the sloped interface. In turn, this relative sliding 
motion causes at least one of frictional surfaces 82, 84 to 
frictionally engage the interior surface of sidewalls 76 on 
mounting bracket 12. Additional pressure on treadle 22 
forces hysteresis blocks 52, 54 further apart, increasing the 
normal force between frictional surfaces 82, 84 and side 
walls 76, and thus the frictional force acting to inhibit further 
depression of pedal arm 14. The angle of the slope a between 
first and second surfaces 78, 80 is calculated to provide a 
desired frictional force profile as pedal arm 14 is displaced 
from its initial, idle position. Likewise, the coefficient of 
friction between hysteresis blocks 52, 54 along first and 
second surfaces 78, 80 and the coefficient of friction 
between frictional surfaces 82, 84 and sidewalls 76 may be 
adjusted to achieve the desired frictional force profile. 
Further, it is possible to configure hysteresis blocks 52, 54 
to Supply a component of the initial displacement force 
simply by having frictional surfaces 82, 84 in frictional 
engagement with sidewalls 76 when pedal arm 14 is in its 
initial, idle position. 
0044 As should be clear from the foregoing, the fric 
tional forces between hysteresis blocks 52, 54 and sidewalls 
76 are directly related to the forces generated by springs 56. 
That is, increased spring forces cause increased frictional 
forces and vice versa. This ensures that pedal assembly 10 
complies with industry standards requiring return-to-idle 
when treadle 22 is released. Further, in the unlikely event a 
spring 56 fails, the return force Fr would be halved, but so 
too would the frictional forces. Where frictional forces are 
independent of spring forces, it is possible for pedal arm 14 
to “stick” in an open position when there is such a failure, 
as the return force may be insufficient to overcome the 
frictional force where the two are unrelated. 

0045. A pedal assembly 10 with customized hysteresis 
forces can be constructed using the principles elucidated 
above. For example, it is possible to alter the idle and Wide 
Open Throttle (WOT) pedal forces while maintaining the 
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same relative relationship between the two. Alternatively, 
either force may be kept constant, and the difference 
between the two varied. First, the end user identifies the 
desired initial displacement force, the desired return force 
profile, and the desired frictional fore profile. Analyses are 
then conducted to determine the spring rate k of an elastic 
member 56 corresponding to the desired return force profile, 
the slope a of the interface between hysteresis blocks 52, 54 
corresponding to the desired frictional force profile, and the 
location of mounting holes 74 corresponding to the desired 
initial displacement force. If desired, the frictional force 
profile may also be adjusted by selecting appropriate coef 
ficients of friction as described above. Hysteresis assembly 
20 is then constructed using an elastic member 56 with 
spring rate k and a pair of adjacent hysteresis blocks 52, 54 
interfacing at the calculated slope a. Appropriately located 
mounting holes 74 are made on mounting bracket 12, and an 
end of hysteresis assembly 20 is attached via shaft 64. 
0046. As will be appreciated by one of skill in the art, 
FIG. 1 illustrates a dynamic system in the form of pedal 
assembly 10. However, other dynamic systems are also 
within the scope of the present invention. For example, 
systems wherein it is desired to monitor the position of a 
moving component and/or wherein it is desired to provide a 
hysteresis force to the moving component are also within the 
Scope of the present invention. 
0047. The pedal assembly 10 illustrated in FIG. 1 
includes a movable component in the form of treadle 22. As 
previously discussed and illustrated in FIG. 1, treadle 22 is 
connected to pedal mounting bracket 12 via pedal arm 14. 

0048 Also illustrated in FIG. 1 is end cap 26 that is 
connected to a rotor shaft 24 using fastener 36 in order to 
form rotor assembly 16. As further illustrated in FIG. 1 and 
previously discussed above, rotor assembly 16 is connected 
to treadle 22 via pedal arm 14 and rotor assembly 16 is 
configured to rotate when treadle 22 moves between a first 
position (e.g., an idle position) and a second position (e.g., 
an open throttle position). 

0049 FIG. 1 also illustrates a pair of magnets 32 that 
each have an associated emitted magnetic field that, 
although not illustrated in FIG. 1, emanates from each 
magnet 32 and grows gradually weaker at greater distances 
away from each magnet 32. Each magnet 32, according to 
certain embodiments of the present invention, is fixedly 
connected to rotor assembly 16 via the slots 46 and pins 48 
illustrated in FIG. 2 that protrude from a proximate end of 
shaft 24. 

0050 Positioned adjacent to rotor assembly 16, also on 
the proximate end thereof, is sensor assembly 18. Sensor 
assembly 18, as illustrated in FIG. 1, is attached to mounting 
bracket 12 via the use of the two fasteners 86 illustrated on 
the right-hand side of FIG. 1. As will be discussed below, 
sensor assembly 18 is configured to detect the position of 
one or both of the magnets 32 as they rotate about the 
longitudinal axis of rotor shaft 24 when treadle 22 is 
depressed by a user of the pedal assembly 10. Typically, 
sensor assembly 18 detects the position of the magnets 32 
using a Hall sensor, as will also be described below. 

0051. As mentioned above, FIG. 1 also illustrates a 
magnetic shield 30 that is positioned adjacent to the towers 
44 protruding from mounting cap 34 on rotor shaft 24 of 
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rotor assembly 16. When all of the components of rotor 
assembly 16 illustrated in FIG. 1 are connected to each 
other, magnetic shield 30 substantially surrounds a portion 
of rotor assembly 16 that is adjacent to each of the magnets 
32. As will be discussed below, magnetic shield 30 not only 
prevents exterior magnetic fluxes from interacting with 
either of the magnets 32, but also acts as a flux concentrator 
that concentrates the magnetic fluxes from each of the 
magnets 32 within the interior of the magnetic shield 30. 

0.052 FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the sensor 
assembly 18 illustrated in FIG. 1. As illustrated in FIG. 6, 
a plurality of cavities 88 are included with sensor assembly 
18 and are configured to accommodate the insertion of one 
or more protrusions (e.g., slots 46 and/or pins 48) from 
mounting cap 34, the magnets 32 connected thereto, and the 
magnetic shield 30 substantially Surrounding magnets 32. 
According to certain embodiments of the present invention, 
a Hall sensor is included in sensor assembly 18 as part of a 
printed circuit board 90 that extends between the cavities 88 
in sensor assembly 18. 

0053. In certain embodiments of the present invention, a 
second Hall sensor is included on printed circuit board 90. 
According to Some of these embodiments, the second Hall 
sensor is substantially identical to, electrically isolated from 
and slightly offset from the above-discussed first Hall sensor. 
The use of two such Hall sensors positioned as described 
above can compensate for the fact that, in some embodi 
ments of the present invention, a Hall sensor cannot be 
placed at the exact center of rotation of rotor assembly 16 
due to way that the Hall sensor is packaged onto printed 
circuit board 90 

0054 As illustrated in FIG. 6, first printed circuit board 
90 is connected to a circuit board 92 that extends vertically 
within a casing 94. In turn, circuit board 92 is connected to 
a set of wires 96 that extend outside of casing 94 and that, 
according to certain embodiments of the present invention, 
are connected to a microprocessor or controller (not shown). 

0.055 As will be discussed in greater detail below, 
according to certain embodiments of the present invention, 
one or more of the components in sensor assembly 18 are 
programmable. As such, the format or protocol of an output 
signal that travels through wires 96 and out of sensor 
assembly 18 may be switched without having to physically 
reconfigure any of the components in sensor assembly 18. 

0056. According to certain embodiments of the present 
invention, sensor assembly 18 meets or exceeds Ingress 
Protection 67 (IP67) standards. In other words, according to 
certain embodiments of the present invention, casing 94 is 
configured such that overall sensor assembly 18 is Substan 
tially water-tight and prevents dust from interfering with the 
electronics of sensor assembly 18. 
0057 FIG. 7 is an exploded perspective view of the 
sensor assembly 18 illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 6. In FIG. 7, 
circuit board 92 is illustrated as being enclosed between 
casing 94 and a casing cover 98. Also, enclosed between 
casing 94 and cover 98 is an additional magnetic shield 100. 
Additional magnetic shield 100 supplements previously 
discussed magnetic shield 30 in that it prevents exterior 
magnetic fluxes parallel to the longitudinal axis 45 (see FIG. 
1) of shaft 24 from entering sensor assembly 18, whereas 
magnetic shield 30 (see FIG. 1) protects the volume that it 
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Surrounds mainly from exterior magnetic fluxes parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of shaft 24. Therefore, in conjunction 
with magnetic shield 30 illustrated in FIG. 1, additional 
magnetic shield 100 illustrated in FIG. 7 protects magnets 
32 and Hall sensors positioned between the magnets 32 from 
exterior magnetic fluxes both in the axial and radial direc 
tions relative to rotor assembly 16. 
0058 Although additional magnetic shield 100 is illus 
trated in FIG. 7 as conforming to the dimensions of the 
interior perimeter of casing 94, according to other embodi 
ments of the present invention, additional magnetic shield 
100 takes on alternate geometries. For example, when 
simplicity and cost-reduction are favored, a commonly 
available circular metallic washer may be used as additional 
magnetic shield 100. 
0059. According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, a method of monitoring a dynamic system Such 
as, for example, the above-discussed pedal assembly 10, is 
provided. According to this method, a component such as, 
for example, treadle 22, is moved between a first position 
(e.g., an idle position where the vehicle that includes pedal 
assembly 10 is at rest) and a second position (e.g., an open 
throttle position where the vehicle is being accelerated). 
Also according to this method, a rotor Such as, for example, 
rotor assembly 16, is rotated as the component moves 
between the first position and the second position. Typically, 
this rotating step also includes rotating an emitter (e.g., one 
of magnet 32, which emits a magnetic field) that is fixedly 
connected to the rotor. 

0060. As the rotor and fixedly connected emitter are each 
rotated, the position of the first emitter is monitored with a 
sensor that is positioned adjacent to the rotor (e.g., one of the 
above-discussed Hall sensors on printed circuit board 90). 
Since the Hall sensors on printed circuit board 90 are 
physically separated from magnets 32, and since magnets 32 
are fixedly linked to treadle 22 through pedal arm 14 and 
rotor assembly 16, this monitoring step provides a non 
contact (i.e., frictionless) method of monitoring the position 
of treadle 22. 

0061 According to certain embodiments of the present 
invention, the above method allows for the programming of 
the first sensor to output a particular type of signal. For 
example, one or both of the above-discussed Hall sensors 
may be programmed to output a continuous analog or a 
discrete digital signal. As discussed above, such program 
mability allows for changes to be made to the dynamic 
system without having to physically alter any of the com 
ponents included therein. 
0062. In embodiments of the present invention that 
include a second sensor, the above method includes moni 
toring the position of the first emitter with the second sensor, 
which is typically positioned adjacent to the rotor. Accord 
ing to these embodiments, the first signal from the first 
sensor is processed (e.g., averaged) along with a second 
signal from the second sensor to determine the position of 
the first emitter. As discussed above, the use of two sensors 
is particularly useful in embodiments of the present inven 
tion where the packaging of a Hall sensor prevents the Hall 
sensor from being positioned directly in the center of the 
rOtOr. 

0063. One of the advantages of certain embodiments of 
the present invention is that, particularly when the sensors 
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included in the dynamic system discussed above are Hall 
sensors, the entire system may be calibrated simply by 
taking a reading from sensor assembly 18 at a first position 
of treadle 12 (e.g., at idle) and at a second position of treadle 
12 (e.g., at Wide Open Throttle (WOT)). Such convenient 
and rapid calibration is possible in dynamic systems accord 
ing to certain embodiments of the present invention because 
the electronic sensors used therein (e.g., Hall sensors) react 
Substantially linearly in response to changes in the position 
of the emitters that they monitor. In contrast, mechanical 
pedals do not necessarily react linearly and tend to “loosen” 
over time as the components thereof wear against each other. 
Thus, in Some mechanical pedals, complex, time-consuming 
calibration procedures are typically performed on a regular 
basis. 

0064. Another disadvantage of some mechanical pedals 
is that, as they wear, the range of the signal values that is 
emitted therefrom upon depression or release of the treadle 
by a user varies. For example, if a user moves a treadle from 
an idle position to a WOT position, an analog signal sent 
from the pedal assembly to a controller in the vehicle may 
not always stay within the same range due to linkages of the 
included components. For example, the treadle at idle may 
not always return to the same signal level. 
0065. In order to address this shortcoming of mechanical 
pedals, certain electronic pedal assemblies according to 
some embodiments of the present invention restrict the 
sensors included therein to emitting an output signal having 
a value between a first threshold value and a second thresh 
old value. Any circuitry that becomes apparent to one of skill 
in the art upon practicing the present invention may be used 
in order to implemented Such restrictions. 
0.066 FIG. 8 is a side view of a pedal assembly 102 
according to another embodiment of the present invention. 
Like the pedal assembly 10 illustrated in FIG. 1, pedal 
assembly 102 includes a treadle 22 that is connected to a 
mounting bracket 12 via a pedal arm 14. During operation 
of pedal assembly 102, pedal arm 14 rotates relative to 
bearing surfaces 38 on mounting bracket 12 (see FIG. 1). 
0067. Unlike the pedal assembly 10 illustrated in FIG. 1, 
pedal assembly 102 includes a resistance mechanism, 
referred to herein as a kickdown mechanism 104, that is 
attached to pedal arm 14 of pedal assembly 102. Below 
kickdown mechanism 104 is located a triggering mechanism 
106 that, in the embodiment of the present invention illus 
trated in FIG. 8, takes the form of a flat plate attached to 
mounting bracket 12. However, alternate geometries for 
triggering mechanism 106 are also within the scope of the 
present invention. 

0068 FIG. 9 is an exploded view of kickdown mecha 
nism 104 illustrated in FIG. 8. As illustrated in FIG. 9, 
kickdown mechanism 104 includes a casing 108 configured 
to be attached to a pedal assembly. In FIG. 8, casing 108 of 
kickdown mechanism 104 is attached to pedal arm 14 of 
pedal assembly 10 between treadle 22 and bearing surface 
33. 

0069. Inside casing 108 is a fixed magnetic component 
110. The proximate and distal ends of fixed magnetic 
component 110 slide into slots 112 located in a lower portion 
of casing 108. AS Such, once fixed magnetic component 110 
is inserted into casing 108, it is no longer free to move. 
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0070 Also inside casing 108 is a moveable magnetic 
component 114. The length of moveable magnetic compo 
nent 114 is typically slightly less than the distance between 
the two interior sidewalls 116 of casing 108. Therefore, 
moveable magnetic component 114 is configured to slide up 
and down within casing 108. 
0071 Positioned adjacent to moveable magnetic compo 
nent 114 is a contact mechanism 118 that, in FIG. 9, takes 
the form of a plunger. As will be discussed below with 
reference to FIG. 10, contact mechanism 118 is configured 
to contact triggering mechanism 106 when treadle 22 in 
pedal assembly 10 is depressed beyond a predetermined 
position. 
0072) When all of the components in FIG. 9 are 
assembled, contact mechanism 118 extends through a hole 
120 in fixed magnetic component 110. However, according 
to other embodiments of the present invention, contact 
mechanism 118 does not travel through any portion of fixed 
magnetic component 110. For example, a portion of contact 
mechanism 118 may travel next to fixed magnetic compo 
nent 110. 

0073. Also illustrated in FIG.9 is an elastic member 122 
that is substantially enclosed within casing 108, particularly 
when cover 124 is attached to casing 108. Elastic member 
122, which is illustrated in FIG. 9 as a spring, is positioned 
between moveable magnetic component 114 and an upper 
interior side wall 126 of casing 108 when all of the com 
ponents of kickdown mechanism 104 are assembled 
together. According to certain embodiments of the present 
invention, one or both of the ends of elastic member 122 are 
physically connected to casing 108 and/or moveable mag 
netic component 114. However, according to other embodi 
ments, the elastic member 122 is held in compression 
between moveable magnetic component 114 and upper 
interior side wall 126 and/or is confined by the interior 
sidewalls 116 and therefore remains unattached at either end. 

0074 According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, a method of altering a force needed to depress a 
pedal component (e.g., a treadle) as the pedal component 
travels along a path is provided. An example of this method 
will be described with reference to FIG. 8, wherein kick 
down mechanism 104 is offset from triggering mechanism 
106, and FIG. 10, which is a side view of pedal assembly 
102 wherein kickdown mechanism 104 is engaged with 
triggering mechanism 106. In the discussion below, the 
pedal component is treadle 22 and the path is the one along 
which treadle 22 travels as kickdown mechanism 104 travels 
between the un-engaged position relative to triggering 
mechanism 106 illustrated in FIG. 8 and the engaged 
position illustrated in FIG. 10. 
0075. The above-mentioned method includes providing a 

first resistance component to a pedal component as the pedal 
component travels along a first portion of a path. When 
implemented using pedal assembly 102, this step includes 
providing a first level of resistance to a user's foot as the user 
depresses treadle 22 from the position illustrated in FIG. 8 
to a position where contact mechanism 118 just comes into 
contact with triggering mechanism 106. This first level of 
resistance may be provided, for example, using hysteresis 
assembly 20 in the manner discussed above with reference 
to pedal assembly 10. 
0076. It should be noted that the above-discussed kick 
down mechanism has a variety of uses. For example, the 
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higher level of force needed to depress the treadle further 
can be used to alert operators of vehicles that they may be 
operating the vehicle unsafely. In other words, a kickdown 
mechanism may be used to alert drivers of automobiles that 
they are speeding. As another example, kickdown mecha 
nisms may be used to optimize fuel efficiency of a vehicle. 
More specifically, the force exerted by the kickdown mecha 
nism can be use to alert a user that the vehicle is being 
operated outside of the most fuel-efficient range of param 
eters. 

0077. The method also includes supplementing the first 
resistance component with a second resistance component as 
the pedal component travels along a second portion of the 
path. When implementing this step using pedal assembly 
102, contact mechanism 118, fixed magnetic component 110 
(which is located inside of casing 108 shown in FIG. 8) and 
moveable magnetic component 114 (which is also located 
inside of casing 108) are used. More specifically, as treadle 
22 keeps moving toward the position illustrated in FIG. 10 
after contact mechanism 118 initially comes into contact 
with triggering mechanism 106, contact mechanism 118 will 
begin applying force to moveable magnetic component 114. 
In turn, since moveable magnetic component 114 is mag 
netically attracted to fixed magnetic component 110 move 
able magnetic component 114 will resist being moved. As a 
result, the attractive magnetic force between moveable mag 
netic component 114 and fixed magnetic component 110 will 
provide a second resistance component of force that will 
have to be overcome as the motion of treadle 22 continues. 

0078. It should be noted that, as contact mechanism 118 
(illustrated in FIG. 9) is driven to positions that initially 
force magnetic components 110 and 114 to lose direct 
contact with each other and that Subsequently move mag 
netic components 110 and 114 further away from each other, 
the attractive magnetic force between the components 
diminishes. As such, certain embodiments of the above 
discussed method include initially increasing and Subse 
quently decreasing the second resistance component as the 
pedal component travels along the second portion of the 
path. 

0079. In addition to the above-discussed steps, the 
method also includes further Supplementing the first resis 
tance component and the second resistance component with 
a third resistance component as the pedal component travels 
along a third portion of the path. When implementing this 
further Supplementing step using pedal assembly 102, elastic 
member 122 (i.e., a spring) is used to provide the third 
resistance component. In other words, as treadle 22 contin 
ues to move and continues to force more and more of contact 
mechanism 118 into casing 108, magnetic component 114 
will compress elastic member 122 more and more. As a 
result, elastic member 122 will exert more and more 
mechanical spring force to resist motion of magnetic com 
ponent 114 and, in turn, contact mechanism 118 and treadle 
22. 

0080 According to certain embodiments of the present 
invention (see FIG. 9), magnetic components 110 and 114 
are not included in kickdown mechanism 104. In such 
embodiments, a mechanical force (from elastic member 
122) provides the above-discussed second resistance com 
ponent. FIGS. 11-13 each illustrate a graph of the amount of 
force (F) needed to cause treadle 22 in pedal assembly 102 
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to move specified distances (s) when three different kick 
down mechanisms are attached thereto. In FIG. 11, only 
magnetic components 110 and 114 are included within 
casing 108. The amount of force needed to move treadle 22 
increases sharply when the movement of contact mechanism 
118 is initially impeded by the magnetic components 110 
and 114. However, once the magnetic components 110 and 
114 separate and move farther and farther apart, their 
influence on contact mechanism 118 diminishes. 

0081. The graph in FIG. 12 is generated using a kick 
down mechanism that includes only elastic member 122. In 
Such embodiments of the present invention, as the contact 
mechanism 118 continues to compress elastic member 122, 
more and more force is needed to move treadle 22 further. 

0082 The graph in FIG. 13 is generated using magnetic 
components 110 and 114 and elastic member 122. At a first 
point along the X-axis (i.e., at a distance equal to S), a 
position is reached where the magnetic component of resis 
tive force produced by magnetic components 110 and 114 
has to be overcome for treadle 22 to continue moving. Then, 
at a second point along the X-axis (i.e., at a distance equal to 
s), the mechanical component of resistive force has to be 
overcome for treadle 22 to continue moving. 
0083 FIG. 14 is a perspective view of a bottom surface 
of a treadle 128 according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. FIG. 15 is a perspective view of treadle 128 
wherein treadle 128 is attached to an end of a pedal arm 130 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. As 
illustrated in FIG. 14, treadle 128 includes four flexible 
protrusions 132 and, as illustrated in FIG. 15, pedal arm 130 
includes a plurality of engaging Surfaces 134 configured to 
accommodate engagement of flexible protrusions 132 there 
with. 

0084. According to certain embodiments of the present 
invention, protrusions 132 are each polymeric and each 
include a tab 133 at or near the free end thereof. According 
to Some of these embodiments, the engaging Surfaces 134 
include holes, slots, depressions or other Surface features 
into which tabs 133 may be inserted in order to secure 
treadle 128 to pedal arm 130. 
0085. Once treadle 128 has been secured onto pedal arm 
130, protrusions 132 according to certain embodiments of 
the present invention are configured to incur plastic defor 
mation upon detachment of treadle 128 from pedal arm 130. 
According to other embodiments of the present invention, 
protrusions 132 are configured to fracture upon detachment 
of treadle 128 from pedal arm 130. Either way, once treadle 
128 has been detached, it cannot be reattached to pedal arm 
130. Thus, a disincentive is provided to using potentially 
unsafe refurbished treadles instead of replacing a damaged 
treadle with a new one. 

0086) Both sets of engaging surfaces 134 illustrated in 
FIG. 15 are positioned substantially opposite each other. 
Also, both sets of protrusions 132 are positioned substan 
tially parallel to each other. However, even a single protru 
sion and engaging Surface combination may be used to 
secure a treadle to a pedal arm, and more than the four Such 
combinations illustrated in FIG. 15 may be used. Also, the 
positioning of protrusions 132 relative to each other and of 
engaging Surfaces 134 relative to each other will depend 
upon the geometries of the components in the pedal system 
that includes the treadle. 
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0087. According to another embodiment of the present 
invention, a method of assembling a pedal is provided. The 
method typically includes elastically deflecting a first pro 
trusion of a treadle a first amount. When implementing this 
step using treadle 128, one of the protrusions 132 may be 
deflected a small amount that will neither cause plastically 
deformation nor fracture thereof. For example, a protrusion 
132 may be pressed against the edge of an engaging Surface 
134 on pedal arm 130 until the protrusion 132 deflects just 
enough to allow the tab 133 thereon to slide relative to the 
engaging Surface 134. 

0088. The method also includes positioning the first 
protrusion adjacent to a first engaging Surface on a pedal arm 
that is pivotally connected to a bracket. When implementing 
this step using treadle 128, the above-discussed tab 133 is 
slid relative to the engaging surface 134 until the tab 133 is 
aligned with a hole, slot or depression on the engaging 
surface 134. 

0089 Pursuant to the positioning step, the method 
includes engaging the first engaging Surface with the first 
protrusion by reducing the first amount of deflection in the 
first protrusion. Again, when implementing this step using 
treadle 128, after deflecting the above-discussed protrusion 
132 and aligning the tab 133 with the hole, slot or depression 
on the engaging Surface 134, the tab 133 enters (i.e., engages 
with) the hole, slot or depression and the protrusion 132 
returns to its undeflected shape. 
0090 According to certain embodiments of the present 
application, the method also includes elastically deflecting a 
second protrusion of the treadle a second amount, position 
ing the second protrusion adjacent to a second engaging 
Surface on the pedal arm, wherein the second engaging 
Surface is Substantially parallel to the first engaging Surface, 
and engaging the second engaging Surface with the second 
protrusion by reducing the second amount of deflection in 
the second protrusion. Each of these steps relative to the 
second protrusion may be performed in a manner analogous 
to the corresponding steps relative to the first protrusion and, 
as will be appreciated by one of skill in the art upon 
practicing the present invention, the use of multiple protru 
sions and engaging Surfaces more securely attaches the 
treadle to the pedal arm. 
0.091 When, pursuant to attaching a treadle to a pedal 
arm, it is desired to remove the treadle, the above-discussed 
method also includes either plastically deforming the first 
protrusion upon disengagement of the first protrusion and 
the first engaging Surface or fracturing the first protrusion 
upon disengagement of the first protrusion and the first 
engaging Surface. Either way, the above-discussed used of 
potentially unsafe refurbished treadles is substantially pre 
vented. 

0092. In order to implement either of these plastically 
deforming or fracturing steps, a number of methods may be 
used. For example, the above-discussed tabs 133 may be 
configured to engage with the above-discussed engaging 
Surfaces 134 in Such a manner no convenient method or 
tooling exists for extricating the tabs 133 from the engaging 
surfaces 134. 

0093. The many features and advantages of the invention 
are apparent from the detailed specification, and thus, it is 
intended by the appended claims to cover all such features 
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and advantages of the invention which fall within the true 
spirit and scope of the invention. Further, since numerous 
modifications and variations will readily occur to those 
skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the 
exact construction and operation illustrated and described, 
and accordingly, all suitable modifications and equivalents 
may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A resistance mechanism, comprising: 
a triggering mechanism; 
a casing attached to a pedal assembly: 
a first magnetic component attached to the casing: 
a second magnetic component Substantially enclosed 

within the casing and moveable therein; and 
a contact mechanism positioned adjacent to the second 

magnetic component and configured to contact the 
triggering mechanism when a component of the pedal 
assembly is depressed beyond a predetermined posi 
tion. 

2. The resistance mechanism of claim 1, further compris 
1ng: 

an elastic member Substantially enclosed within the cas 
ing and positioned between the second magnetic com 
ponent and an interior Surface of the casing. 

3. The resistance mechanism of claim 2, wherein the 
elastic member is connected to the second magnetic com 
ponent and the casing. 

4. The resistance mechanism of claim 1, wherein the 
casing and the second magnetic component are configured 
Such that the second magnetic component slides within the 
casing. 

5. The resistance mechanism of claim 1, wherein the 
contact mechanism extends through the first magnetic com 
ponent. 

6. A method of altering a force needed to depress a pedal 
component as the pedal component travels along a path, the 
method comprising: 

providing a first resistance component to a pedal compo 
nent as the pedal component travels along a first portion 
of a path; and 

Supplementing the first resistance component with a sec 
ond resistance component as the pedal component 
travels along a second portion of the path. 

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising: 
further Supplementing the first resistance component and 

the second resistance component with a third resistance 
component as the pedal component travels along a third 
portion of the path. 

8. The method of claim 6, wherein supplementing step 
comprises utilizing a magnetic force as part of the second 
resistance component. 

9. The method of claim 6, wherein supplementing step 
comprises utilizing a mechanical force as part of the second 
resistance component. 

10. The method of claim 6, further comprising: 
initially increasing and Subsequently decreasing the sec 

ond resistance component as the pedal component 
travels along the second portion of the path. 
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11. A resistance mechanism, comprising: 
means for providing a first resistance component to a 

pedal component as the pedal component travels along 
a first portion of a path; and 

means for Supplementing the first resistance component 
with a second resistance component as the pedal com 
ponent travels along a second portion of the path. 

12. A pedal assembly, comprising: 

a bracket; 
a pedal arm pivotally connected to the bracket, wherein 

the pedal arm includes, 
a first engaging Surface, and 
a second engaging Surface positioned adjacent to the 

first engaging Surface; and 
a treadle including: 

a first flexible protrusion configured to engage the first 
engaging Surface and to secure the treadle to the 
pedal arm, and 

a second flexible protrusion configured to engage the 
second engaging Surface and to further secure the 
treadle to the pedal arm. 

13. The pedal assembly of claim 12, wherein the first 
flexible protrusion is configured to incur plastic deformation 
upon detachment of the treadle from the pedal arm. 

14. The pedal assembly of claim 12, wherein the first 
flexible protrusion is configured to fracture upon detachment 
of the treadle from the pedal arm. 

15. The pedal assembly of claim 12, wherein the first 
flexible protrusion comprises a polymer. 

16. The pedal assembly of claim 12, wherein the first 
engaging Surface is positioned substantially opposite of the 
Second engaging Surface. 

17. The pedal assembly of claim 12, wherein the pedal 
arm further includes a third engaging Surface and a fourth 
engaging Surface positioned adjacent to the third engaging 
surface and wherein the treadle further includes a third 
flexible protrusion configured to engage the third engaging 
surface to further secure the treadle to the pedal arm and a 
fourth flexible protrusion configured to engage the fourth 
engaging Surface to even further secure the treadle to the 
pedal arm. 

18. The pedal assembly of claim 17, wherein the third 
flexible protrusion is positioned substantially parallel to the 
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first flexible protrusion and wherein the fourth protrusion is 
positioned substantially parallel to the second flexible pro 
trusion. 

19. A method of assembling a pedal, the method com 
prising: 

elastically deflecting a first protrusion of a treadle a first 
amount; 

positioning the first protrusion adjacent to a first engaging 
Surface on a pedal arm that is pivotally connected to a 
bracket; and 

engaging the first engaging Surface with the first protru 
sion by reducing the first amount of deflection in the 
first protrusion. 

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising: 
elastically deflecting a second protrusion of the treadle a 

second amount; 
positioning the second protrusion adjacent to a second 

engaging Surface on the pedal arm, wherein the second 
engaging Surface is Substantially parallel to the first 
engaging Surface; and 

engaging the second engaging Surface with the second 
protrusion by reducing the second amount of deflection 
in the second protrusion. 

21. The method of claim 19, further comprising: 
plastically deforming the first protrusion upon disengage 

ment of the first protrusion and the first engaging 
Surface. 

22. The method of claim 19, further comprising: 
fracturing the first protrusion upon disengagement of the 

first protrusion and the first engaging Surface. 
23. A pedal assembly, comprising: 
means for elastically deflecting a first protrusion of a 

treadle a first amount; 

means for positioning the first protrusion adjacent to a 
first engaging Surface on a pedal arm that is pivotally 
connected to a bracket; and 

means for engaging the first engaging Surface with the 
first protrusion by reducing the first amount of deflec 
tion in the first protrusion. 
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